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Learning objectives part 3:

1. Is able to develop  inventory management guidelines based on ABC-analysis, XYZ, Consignment stock, 
inventory turnover, etc. (Covered during contact day 2)

2. Is able to know when and how to apply Lean  management, Six Sigma and ToC in Healthcare 

3. Is able to know how the use of Lean Six Sigma and Theory of Constraints methodology can improve  waiting 
times, lead times, accessibility times, nr of visits, utilization rate of resources like Operating Rooms

4. Is able to monitor AND improve patient/material logistical performance by using the Lean Six Sigma and 
Theory of Constrains methodology 

5. Is able to formulate policy on processes of healthcare logistic processes (patients / materials)



2. Is able to know when and how to apply Lean  management, 
Six Sigma and ToC in Healthcare 
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What do you know about Lean Six Sigma?

Primary objective: 

“Produce / deliver the right amount of the right items / services 
the right moment so that it meets what the customer wants “

Secondary objective:

- Quantity check: allows the system to be adjusted so that 
daily and monthly fluctuations cause no problems.

- Quality control: ensure that every process delivers only 
defect-free units to the next process steps.

- Use of resources allows to use the full possibilities of people in 
order to reach objectives and minimize costs 



Who is/ should be customer in Healthcare?

- The patient / client?

OR

- Healthcare professionals?  

- Both? Or others? 



Brief history of Lean Management



What is the difference between Lean and Six 
Sigma

- Lean has a focus on waste reduction and flow 

- Six Sigma has a focus on reduction of variation and defects and mainly 
based on data

-----------------------------------+

Combined both approaches do generate a structure and toolset to 
optimize (Healthcare) processes 



So what is the structure about and what is 
the toolset about?
A Lean approach is based on the following principals: 
(based on Womack) 

1. Define Customer Value
- Voice of Customer (VOC, part of Define Phase) 

- Value adding  / Non value adding / Business value adding 

- 8 types of waste (TIMWOODS)

2. Map the value stream
- Value Stream Mapping 

3. Make sure you reach Process Flow
- Process Flow

- Takt time

- Balancing processes

4. Shift from Push to Pull systems

- Kanban and WipCap / PCE 

5. Strive for Perfection, eliminate mistakes

- Everyone, every day (KAIZEN) 



1. Define Customer Value

Why challenging to identify patient/ client value? 

Source: www.shplic.com



2. Map the value stream

Source: https://www.lucidchart.com/



Example Healthcare

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3mcMwlgUFjU

Three types of activities:

- Value Adding 

- Non Value Adding

- Bussinus Value Adding 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3mcMwlgUFjU


2. Map the value stream

How to determine which activity is adding value and which doesn’t?

Simple rule: if the customer is willing to pay for the activity, it is value 
adding. If not, it could be considered waste!

But how about healthcare? 

- The patient doesn't always know how to interpret value

- The patient doesn’t directly pay for Healthcare services (mostly via insurance) 



2. Map the value stream

So, what is a good way to determine customer value in Healthcare?
Collecting data by:
- Survey’s 

- Interviews

- Patient shadowing 



2. Map the value stream

Simple rule: if the customer is willing to pay for the activity, it is value 
adding. If not, it could be considered waste!

But how to determine waste in a process?  



2. Map the value stream

Within Lean management a distinction is made between 8 types of 
waste:

Transportation

Inventory

Motion

Waiting

Overproduction

Overprocessing

Defects

Skills 



TIM WOODS examples in Healthcare

Source: creativesafetysupply.com

https://www.creativesafetysupply.com/articles/lean-healthcare


TIM WOODS class assignment

Watch the following ’ist situation’ of a husband makking toast for his 
wife and meanwhile try to find as many Tim Woods as you can:



3. Make sure you reach Process Flow

Ideal situation = no waiting time for patient

Source: conceptdraw.com



3. Make sure you reach Process Flow

TAKT TIME

Takt comes from it German word stroke / beat or pace

The pace at which products must be made or delivered in order to meet customer demand.

Why? In order to create process flow

Formula: 

Available time (sec/min/hrs) / customer demand

!! The takt time has not relation with number of people working in a process



Exercise calculating Takt time 

Example X-ray in hospital 
• One shift = 7.5 hours x 60 minutes / hour = 450 minutes.

• Minus lunch = 45 minutes / shift

• Customer demand is 25  X-rays per day

Exercise

• Can you calculate the Takt time for this process?

• Available time (sec/min/hrs) / customer demand



Calculation

• Single shift * 405 min. * 60 sec./ 25 x-rays 

• 24,300 sec/ 25 X-Rays = 972 sec.

What does this mean? In average each x-ray must not exceed 972 
seconds (=16 min) to avoid the process being out of balance 



4. Shift from Push to Pull systems

Little’s law:

“  Law that determines the fact that process lead time (=PLT) is related 
to amount of work in progress (WIP) or pipe line inventory (PLI)” 

Formula: 

PLT = WIP(PLI) / exit rate 

Exit rate = amount of ‘finished items’ meeting customer requirements 

In Healthcare ‘finished item’ is discharged or treated patient 



4. Shift from Push to Pull systems

According to little’s law: one ’piece flow’ means ’exit triggers input’  

With the addition of one piece flow, inventory is not being built 
up at one station, errors are found sooner, and everybody is 
working. 

Source: http://trilogiqusa.com/the-benefits-of-one-piece-flow/



4. Shift from Push to Pull systems



5. Strive for Perfection, eliminate mistakes



Six Sigma approach 

Remember Six Sigma is systemized approach in order to achieve 
reduction in defects and variation

Why are variation and defects so bad in Healthcare?



Why in particular Six Sigma?



Six Sigma levels 

Why striving to reach 4 or 5 Sigma in healthcare is not good enough?  



Six Sigma structure 



Lean Six Sigma combined DMAIC Tool box

Source: theleansixsigmacompany.com



3. Is able to know how the use of Lean Six Sigma and Theory 
of Constraints methodology can improve  waiting times, lead 
times, accessibility times, nr of visits, utilization rate of resources 
like Operating Rooms

4. Is able to monitor AND improve patient/material logistical 
performance by using the Lean Six Sigma and Theory of Constrains 
methodology 

5. Is able to formulate policy on processes of healthcare 
logistic processes (patients / materials)
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Integrated case study

Time line:

(1) Read the case   → 15 min 

(2) Design in a group of four students a

(a)Value Stream Map  

(b) deciding on VA/NVA/BVA activities 

(c) to which type of waste (TIMWOODS) can you relate the NVA?

→ 30 min

(3) Feedback and discussion    → 15 min 



Literature to consider: 

Authors: Mast, Ronald J.M.M. Does, Henk de Koning

Publisher: Beaumont 

Author: Jay Arthur 

Publisher: Mcgraw-Hill Professional



THANK YOU! 

Next: Capacity management
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